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THE PROBLEM OF MAN'S DESTINY.

HOW MUCH HAS L'NREVEALED SCIENCE DONE TOWARDS ITS SOLUTION?

IT might seem uncivil to tell the learned gentlemen who lately

labored so patiently on the revision of the revealed Word of

God, that they have been expending their labor and learning

on a superfluous task. And yet to all appearances such an assertion

would be a very near approach to truth. At the present day it has

grown to be the fashion to dispense with revelation altogether.

Science lias weighed it in the balance and found it wanting. Phi

losophy has examined it and pronounced it absurd. Modern criti

cism has made little scruple of " changing the truth of God into a

lie." The_/£<f/of positive thought has gone forth; the decree has

been read, and all the problems that present themselves for solution

to the human mind, must henceforth be solved without the aid of

supernatural light. All the solutions in which it has hitherto

aided must be recalled and reconsidered. Its suggestions must

be carefully expunged. Every trace of it must be eradicated, and

every answer reconstructed without its baleful, misleading assist

ance.

In this overhauling process the whole catechism of human

knowledge is likely to undergo a change. New answers will be

given to old questions. New and strange questions are apt to be

proposed for solution. Old and familiar answers which we have

got by heart must all be unlearned. Back to school we must go,

where our old-fashioned scholarship is sure to provoke the merri

ment of the precocious prodigies who are so much wiser in their

generation, and believe themselves to be the children of light.

Before we commence the task of unlearning our misshapen

knowledge, it may be worth while to see whether we have real

cause to blush for our unwisdom, and to see how satisfactory the

results of the new system may be; and seldom in the history of

the scientific movement of the nineteenth century has there been

a time more favorable for instituting such an inquiry, for science is

just now grappling with the greatest of all questions, and scientific

men find themselves face to face with the most momentous of all

problems,—the solemn problem of man's destiny. What is man's

place in nature? What is man's relation to the world in which he

lives? What is his real position and duty in the universe of which

he forms a part? Of all the syntheses which human thought has

ever constructed, which is the true one, or has the true one yet

taken true shape and form in any one of the numberless formulas

given to us by any man or by any school of men ? These are the
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questions which present themselves for solution to those who have

long since prided themselves in posturing before the world as the

great intellects of our age, and it is an interesting study to follow

them in their task, to note their helps and hindrances, or watch

their failures and successes. For one portion of the world revela

tion has settled the question beyond the possibility of controversy ;

but science scoffs at revelation's answer, contemptuously flings

revelation to the winds, and without its aid seeks to solve the

problem, or, to use its own expression, undertakes to " construct a

human synthesis."

That the scientists enter on a task not only beset with greatest

difficulty, but also fraught with gravest responsibility, few will care

to deny. The question of man's destiny is one that infinitely

transcends in importance all others that can engage the attention

of the children of men. It is for all men a question of deep, grave,

and solemn import. Its solution affects equally every race of men

under heaven. Not to one man alone, nor to one class of men,

but to the entire human race will the true answer be a message of

overwhelming significance. It has but one meaning for Christian,

for Jew, for Greek, for barbarian. It matters little in what terms

the question is couched ; its meaning is the same whether expressed

in the language of the believer, the skeptic, the theologian, or the

agnostic. The Catholic Dr. Newman will frame this gravest of

problems in the simplest of terms : " Why am I here ? How came

L here ? Who brought me here ? What am I to do here ? " The

same question is wrapped up in the words, nowadays so common,

What is truth? And those words have the same meaning whether

they fall from the lips of Pontius Pilate in Jerusalem, or from the

pen of Dr. Ewer in New York. The world's troubled souls,

harassed by hopeless search, and harrowed by anxious doubt,

utter the same question in their earnest cry : Where is truth to be

found ? And it is the hidden spring of Plato's formula, in which he

announces his " problem of philosophy " : " For all that exists con

ditionally to find a ground unconditioned and absolute." Indeed

it is a question which will not for a moment admit of comparison

with any other. It is immeasurably paramount to all else. It is

the central fact in man's story. It is the last word of human learn

ing. It is the crown of all man's discoveries. It is the keystone

of the arch of Truth, the Ultima Thule of all man's hopes and

longings for further knowledge and further light. It is the pearl

of great price, which gives a sterling value to man's entire life,

and without it we merely grasp at uncertainties, we are as men

beating the air. The discovery of its answer is the aim and end of

every philosophy. Man's notion or conception of the answer is

the beginning of every religion. It is the alembic in which all
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philosophy is transmuted into religion ; for religion is simply the

performance of what philosophy has discovered to be man's duty,

and his duty can be deduced only from the knowledge of his origin

and destiny. There were in past history philosophies that had

never been illumined by revelation ; there were philosophies which

had resolutely closed their windows against its light ; there were

philosophies that had swung away so far from its influence that

the centripetal was forever lost; but all of them have left unfailing

testimony that the question \vhich swayed the empire of hutnan

thought.—whether in the schools of the Stagirite, in those of the

Manichacan, in those of Descartes or Spinoza,—is the very one

which is to-day before the tribunal of our scientists. And it could

not well be otherwise. For it is the natural cry of the human heart

forlorn of light. It is the difficulty of all religionless men. It is

the ever-recurring refrain of all infidelity. Man cannot wander

more than a step out of the path of revelation before he stumbles

upon it. It confronts him at every turn ; and no matter how in life

he may have tried to ignore it, it watches in wait for him at the

end of life, and he is at last constrained to seriously ask himself:

After life,—what next?

He who undertakes, then, to solve the problem for mankind,

undertakes a task of solemn responsibility. To trifle with the

question would be to play fast and loose with a matter of most

vital importance to all mankind. Levity of thought or judgment

would be insensate folly. Presumption would be a crime little

short of sacrilege. The answer covers sacred ground, upon which

they who tread must tread with reverence. They who freely and

unasked put themselves forward as the arbiters of human destiny

assume a charge from which men less daring would shrink in dis

may. The hopes and fears of humanity are irrevocably wound up

in the true answer. To look earnestly in the face of each child of

the human family, and without misgiving or hesitancy confidently

assure him that the true story of man's destiny has at last been

read aright, that his doubts and perplexities are at last to be solved,

his hopes and fears to be forever set at rest, that the clouds which

for ages have hung over this question, shrouding it in deepest mid

night, have at last rolled away, and the clear vision of truth—ab

solute truth—has at last burst upon human sight, is a work of

mighty moment, and one which will at once demand superhuman

grounds for confidence. To boldly bid the world be of good heart,

that without any supernatural light, and with the sole aid which

human reason furnishes, the veil has at last been pushed aside, the

clue to the world-renowned mystery has at last been discovered,

that the " whence and whither" of human life has at last been dis

closed to the eye of unassisted reason, would be to challenge the
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credulity of all mankind, and to announce faith in a discovery

which could be proved beyond all manner of doubt. All past

attempts have resulted in such ignominious failure that it is little

wonder if at last it should hesitate to pin its faith to every philo

sophic foible, or lend a credulous ear to each new scientific folly.

On this question above all others will it demand proof positive

from a philosophy that glories in calling itself positive. The world

has been the victim of so many deceptions on this point that it is

high time it should have learned the lesson of misplaced con

fidence.

Indeed the most striking consideration that meets the skeptic

on the very threshold of the inquiry is that the world has reaped

such a scanty crop as the reward of all its labors in the field of

research. So vast a disproportion between the labor and its prod

ucts is well calculated to chill the ardor and damp the enthusiasm

of the most self-sacrificing devotee. He will at once discern that

six thousand years of man's history has been wholly barren of re

sult. The utter absence of even the most meagre knowledge might

lead us to suppose that the field of inquiry was absolutely new.

No mistake, however, could be greater. The human mind does

not here and now put forth its energies for the first time. Fre

quently before and resolutely has it wrestled with the problem.

Every age in the world's history has left ample testimony that it

fully realized the magnitude of the issues bound up in the grave

question. The inquiry is in our age the very reverse of new, and

reason, presuming, on her own powers approaches the task by no

means for the first time. It did not come into existence with

Goethe, with Emerson, or Augustc Comte. It has been the stub

born problem of all knowledge, the provoking riddle of every

century, the standing mystery of all time. The learning and wis

dom of other ages have grappled fiercely with it, but grappled in

vain. It has withstood the assaults of the best learning; it has

perplexed the ingenuity of the best intellects; it has stranded the

wisdom of the best philosophers. It has baffled alike the subtlety

and sagacity of sage and seer, scientist and sophist. The exasper

ating story was fruitlessly whispered adown the ages; hopelessly

echoed from one generation to another. It worried the wisdom

of Plato and the genius of Aristotle. It was discussed to

no purpose in the porches of the Stoics, and pondered in vain

in the groves of the Peripatetics. It was the burden of the daily

question, " What is new?" asked by the Sophists, and was the ulti

mate aim of all the musings of Socrates. Grecian philosophy had

done its all, but it accomplished nothing. As well might Athenian

eloquence have made the attempt with its fire, Attic wit by its

satire, or Spartan bravery with the sword. Cato and Cicero could
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add little to the answer of Plato and Aristotle, and all the ancient

civilizations left it precisely as they found it. Chaldean wealth

was powerless to bribe nature into a disclosure of her secret, and

Medo-Persian splendors could open up no avenue which led to

the truth. It was puzzle alike to the wisdom of the Egyptian seer

and the craft of the Babylonian Magi, and Orientalists seem to-day

to search in vain for a satisfactory answer in the Vedas of Gotama

Buddha, or the Zend-Avesta of Zoroaster. And if we carry the

question from ancient to modern civilization the results are no

more encouraging; the difficulty is as great in the days of a Tudor,

or a Stuart, or a Bourbon dynasty, ^s under a dynasty of Caesars,

or Pharaohs, or Ptolemies. The difficulty has not abated one jot or

tittle in the hands of Bacon, Kant, or Leibnitz. Not one iota of

information has been vouchsafed in reply to all the questions that

have been asked by the philosophers from Democritus to Darwin.

The portals which guard the mystery are closed against the learn

ing of the savants as well as against the wondering curiosity of the

savage ; and it makes little difference whether, when in quest of

the solution, we knock at the door of a laboratory, or consult a

Roman augur, or kneel at the shrine of the oracle of Delphi.

The same result everywhere awaits us. The answer defies all time

and dares all scrutiny. "There," says Emerson, "sits the Sphinx

at the roadside, and from age to age, as each prophet comes by,

he tries his fortune at reading her riddle."

And the solution of this problem was precisely the knowledge

for which the ages longed. Never did patriarch sigh or prophet

yearn more ardently for the long-expected Messiah than did the

patriarchs and prophets of unbelieving ages long for the answer

to their vain inquiries. The response would be the Nunc dhnittis

of all their prayers, anxieties, and hopes. It was the one single

grain of knowledge which could impart a savor to all their knowl

edge, and without it all else was sure in time to grow insipid and

lose all its freshness. Man had set his heart on obtaining this, and

like a wilful child would rest satisfied with no other. Unless when

they proved to be of practical utility all the productions of the arts

and sciences were only so many toys and gewgaws, sure, in time,

to be relegated to the store-room or the nursery. They might

succeed for a time in diverting men's minds from the fruitless quest,

but when the novelty wore off men started up again in pursuit of

their coveted object, and cried for the possession of it as loudly

and lustily as before.

But we may question all the philosophers, we may search into

all their philosophies, we may wade through all the cosmogonies

of ancient mythology, we may wander through all the windings of

Buddhism, Brahmanism, Confucianism, and Zoroastrianism,we may
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investigate the schools of German metaphysicians, French psychol

ogists, or English or Scotch physicists, we may ask New England

transcendcntalists, and modern mystics of every race and nation,

tribe and tongue, whether an answer has been vouchsafed, a sign

given. And they are forced to answer, that it has been simply an

evil and adulterous nation asking for a sign, and no sign given in

response but that which inspiration tells them of. They have found

the question otherwise insoluble. The traces of its insolubility

traverse all human thought ; the imprint of failure is on every human

philosophy. Indeed, the fact that men are to-day as earnestly

seeking the answer as they were in the days of Socrates or Thales,

renders entirely superfluous any systematic attempt to show that

all past inquiries, made by philosophers, have been absolute failures.

An examination of all the philosophies, profound or superficial,

reasonable or absurd, is simply a journey around the base of an in

tellectual cone. In our circular route we proceed from one system

to another simply to find that each system is an avenue leading

from the base to the summit ; that at the apex all the philosophical

avenues meet in a common centre ; that the centre is crowned with

a citadel, whose walls are grim and darkling, whose towers are

gloomy and repulsive, and from whose windows not one single ray

of light ever emanates ; that in this cold and silent, dark and frown

ing edifice are lodged the great mysteries of the universe, pre-emi

nent amongst them the mystery of man's destiny; that as we move

from one system of philosophy to another, we find they are con

structed for the sole purpose of forming a perspective from which

to view it, or as a road to lead to it ; that up these avenues intellec

tual armies have again and again marched to storm the citadel

and rifle it of its secrets, and that in spite of all the attempts, in

spite of the number and strength of the invaders, the grim old cas

tle has stood for ages—through all the days of man's history—with

out a single breach in its walls, without a single color yielded to the

assailants. They have come with boom of cannon and beat of

drum to scale its walls and take it by storm ; they have resorted

to all the arts and stratagems of war ; they have crept stealthily on

tiptoe and peered through the chinks and crevices ; they have

kindled fagots around it, that the blaze of light should shine

through its opaque windows ; they have called with stentorian

voice, and with eveiy note of the human soul, with shriek of an

guish, with cry of despair, with bemoaning pity, with vaunting

boast and braggadocio, and no sound seemed capable of awakening

the inhabitants from their sleep of the past. The grim old citadel

surrendered not one of its treasured secrets.

But while no advancement had been made towards the solution

of this problem, the world was all the while advancing onward in
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other departments of knowledge, and it might very naturally be

suspected that although schemes of philosophy had met with abso

lute defeat, that invention and physical discoveries would be crowned

with success. Past history has been fruitful in invention, in art,

in discovery. But the sum of all the arts, inventions, and discov

eries could shed very little light on the problem which had failed

intellectual philosophy. The inventions were important, the dis

coveries many, the varied achievements of art most admirable, but

they were utterly powerless to fill the void in man's knowledge, or

still the aching spirit of inquiry in man's breast for the long-sought

answer. The discovery of the earth's rotundity was a great revo

lution in the history of human thought. It was an entire change

in one of the principal phases of man's knowledge. The world had

been all the while on a wrong tack, but was at last set right upon this

point. It was one of those crises in man's knowledge when his

hopes and expectations soar away into the regions of the visionary

and chimerical. The barriers of human thought were levelled.

Human feeling ran high. Speculation was rife. New-discovered

kingdoms of thought were opened to the inquiring mind, and men

supposed that the cunning promise, " ye shall be as Gods," was

about to be realized, for had not the " tree of knowledge " poured

into their laps its richest crop? Few could tell where would be the

end of such a momentous beginning, and it would not be strange,

in the revolution of knowledge, if some light should be thrown on

the subject that lay so near to man's heart. But when the novelty

of the discovery passed away, and the fever of human thought sub

sided, men began to realize that their condition was little bettered

by the discovery. The knowledge, wonderful as it was, actually

made little changes in man's lot. It added little to the happiness,

and subtracted little from the miseries of the millions living upon

it, whether they believed that the earth, which gave them food and

shelter, was round or flat, in motion or at rest. It was, indeed, a

vast quantity added to the existing sum of knowledge, but the

masses were little happier in their knowledge than in their mis-

knowledge, while the philosophers found in it no clue to the prob

lem of philosophy.

Next in subjective importance was the discovery of a New World.

" Land ! Land ! " was rung out from the mast-head of the Santa

Maria with such a meaning and significance as it never before or

since possessed. A New World undreamed of in the Old ! What

limit could be placed to human possibilities? The New World

may be in possession of the secret which had so long agitated the

Old. Other men, of another race, may possess the key to the

mystery for which men longed so long in vain ; and the problem

of the Sphinx may, perhaps, be at last unriddled. A wider scope,
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at least, is given to man's mind, a wider sphere to his thoughts, a

wider horizon to his knowledge. If the New World be not in

possession of the secret, it may be in possession of something that

may lead to it. A comparison of knowledges and experiences of

the Old and New Worlds may bring the desired solution. At least

men could fly from the evils of the Old World and betake them

selves to the New, and, perhaps, if they could not solve, they could

at least forget in their new land the exasperating riddle of the

Sphinx. But the New World had no new story to tell. Indeed it

only helped to confirm the old superstition which men had long

since contemptuously flung aside. The question only became, if

possible, more confused. The same traditions, the same religious

feelings, the same notions of a Deity, terribly distraught, it is true,

but yet pointing to the same origin, only aggravated the chagrin

and annoyance of those who might have set high store on the

hopes from the New World. Human life in the New World very

soon began to manifest a sameness with the type and pattern of the

Old ; the same wants, the same woes, the same hopes, the same

fears, the same miseries; and but little light thrown on the question

of man and his destiny. Large as the discovery was, it was not

large enough to fill the void in man's knowledge, and the vague

ness and uncertainty were as great and oppressive as before.

Among arts and inventions there is hardly one that can compare

with the art of printing in its results upon mankind. It facilitated

to a marvellous extent the diffusion of knowledge. It was the

most powerful means the world has yet seen for emancipating the

human family from illiteracy. It was knowledge made easy, not

for one or two, but for the masses of mankind. The labor of a life

time was compressed into the work of a few hours. The " best

thoughts of the best minds" of all ages lay before us on the printed

page. The fruits of the world's labor was harvested for us and

garnered on our book-shelves. There was no necessity for travel

in order to become acquainted with the world. We might not

have the time, or the inclination, or the means for travel. But

keener observers than ourselves had been around the world, and

it would seem had travelled for our special benefit. They showed

us the world in their books better than we could have seen it for

ourselves. Our untrained eyes might have passed many important

objects and left them unnoticed, but minds formed by nature and

trained by art for observation in the various departments of knowl

edge had labored for us and left us their notes, each in his own

proper sphere, and it is doubtful if we had spent a lifetime in travel

whether we should arrive at such a knowledge of men and things

as the art of letters brought us at our own fireside. The page

glistened with living pictures from nature. Nature's weird and
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wildest work stood visibly before us. Far-off countries and their

inhabitants, with their odd customs, quaint manners, fantastic dress,

laws, government, internal and external polity, their fasts, their

feasts, tHeir holidays, and saturnalia, all glowed in the page before

us. There we saw the Vatican and the Coliseum, the plains of

Palestine and the steppes of Russia, the dykes of Holland, the

vineclad hills of France and Germany, the Alpine glaciers, and

Switzerland with its avalanches of eternal snow, all lay at our feet

like a never-ending panorama of ever-varying beauty. We could

not, even if we would, have lived in every age of the world, but in

every age men had been busy for us recording each age's deeds,

and there lay before us in convenient size the outcome of all their

aggregate labors ; the stories of battles and sieges, the first growth

and final overthrow of kingdoms, the rise and fall of dynasties,

their warriors renowned for valor, their towns and cities, their in

ternational relations, their manufactures, their commerce, their

wealth, their civilization, their science, their poetry, their arts; all

lay within easy reach of us. The art of painting was summoned

to the aid of printing, and the ancient cities rose one by one from

their ruins. Temples sprang from their ashes to illumine the page

of history. The ruins of Memphis rose before our view, the plains

of Philippi rolled at our feet. The Venice of Henry Dandolo and

Francis Foscari again sat by the shores of the Adriatic. We

could see the spot where " mighty Caisar fell." We could see the

butchered innocents squirming and writhing at the feet of the

horses of Herod's soldiers, or we could take our stand in the

Athenian Acropolis and trace the sculptured wonders of Phidias in

iiie crumbling ruins of the Propylxum and Parthenon.

But withal there was one story which the printed page did not

tell, there was one lesson which it could not teach, one question

for whose answer we might search in vain through illuminated

tomes or quarto volumes; and it was precisely the knowledge for

which the unbelieving world had all the while been anxiously

longing, compared with which all other knowledge was insignifi

cant, and for which men would be willing to part with all the rest.

But the answer was not there. The printed page was silent as the

book of nature. The printer's art had left the difficulty unsolved,

and men weary of heart turned away from the printed page again

to listen if perchance the tales of the "running brook" would

divulge the secret, again to try to decipher it on " the leaves of

trees," or gather it from the sermons which they found in stones.

After centuries of luxuriating in the great art the mystery was as

far from being unriddled as if Faust and Guttenberg had never ex

isted, or Cadmus had never introduced the art of letters.

And so through all the arts and sciences. The old question was

VOL. VII.—1O
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viewed successively in the new light of each invention and dis

covery. The human mind turned wistfully to every further de

velopment. The lantern, newly trimmed with each further instal

ment of knowledge, was held up before the tantalizing problem.

A flood of light was allowed to stream full upon its countenance,

but the countenance refused to be illumined, the inflexible muscles

never relaxed, the immobile features underwent no change. Amid

all the searching scrutiny the sphinx-like countenance maintained

the same stubborn stolidity, and to every anxious inquiry its only

reply was the same passive, sightless, stony stare. The invention,

or the discovery, or the art, or the special branch of science which

happened to be the passing idol of the century and the object of

universal homage and veneration, was always supposed to be the

oracle from whose lips the solution of the problem would fall, but

when men discovered that their idol was dumb he was flung aside

and forgotten. When the enthusiasm died away and the feverish

excitement was over, the art or discovery fell in popular favor, was

discovered to have been overrated, or was entirely forgotten. In

deed the Lost Arts furnish a theme for the eloquence of the great

New England abolitionist. The wonderful discoveries of the past

might be justly compared with the effect of the vast rivers upon

the ocean into which they empty themselves. The flood-tide of

knowledge, which seemed to rise with each new discovery, threat

ened to change the face of the world. The various channels which

have fed the sea of universal knowledge have from time to time

become swollen to immense dimensions. An undiscovered

fountain springing up in its bed, a new tributary forcing its course

into the bed, a sudden melting of the ice-bound reservoirs in its

course, will enlarge its bed and cause it to overflow its banks, but

when it has emptied its waters into the great sea, when the super

abundance has been distributed in well-proportioned measure over

the surface of human thought, when an equilibrium is again at

tained, and the waters have adjusted themselves," after the commo

tion, to a proper level, the effect on the world's knowledge is

almost as imperceptible as the effect of the swollen Amazon or

Mississippi on the Atlantic, the advance of the high-water mark of

science is barely discernible, while the advance towards the solu

tion of the problem is as a point to infinity.

And thus through all the arts and sciences, through all the in

ventions and discoveries, through the hands of all the philosophers

and astronomers, the question comes down to our own age wrapped

in every single fold of its old-time mystery. That mystery it has

preserved unscathed and intact. The problem of Plato is the

puzzle of Darwin. The question that was ancient when the Egyp

tian pyramids were yet in their unquarried beds is for men the
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question still, and flings down its challenge to the physicists and

philosophers of the nineteenth century.

And in all justice, if not to their prudence at least to their

courage, it must be confessed that they are nothing loath to ac

cept the challenge. They cheerfully address themselves to the

task in all faith and confidence, nothing doubting. They close

their eyes and ears to the lesson which the failure-of six thousand

years reads them. They have already embarked in their enter

prise. They are far out to sea. Their present position is the posi

tion of Columbus and his followers when they lost sight of land

on their outward bound voyage. The last margin faded from view,

and they realized to the full the measure of their hardihood. The

scientists have lost sight of the old havens and anchorages. They

are already on the shoreless sea without chart or compass for their

guidance. What will be the result? Will they be more success

ful than the explorers in past ages ?

It is not a very difficult task to compute their means and

chances of success, and yet it is seldom done. A calculation suffi

ciently accurate of their advantages and obstacles is a very simple

matter. Compared with any past age the advantages are all on

the side of ours; the balance of hope is on the side of the scientists

now at work. Surely, if there ever was in an age in the world's

history in which it would not be hardihood to attempt the problem,

that age is pre-eminently our own. We are on all points of knowl

edge vastly superior to the most enlightened of preceding genera

tions. New thoughts are on the wing, new ideas are in the air, new

wonders spring up on all sides around us. Physical research,

chemical analysis, experimental philosophy, speculative science,

observations in astronomy are carried to a pitch which a century

ago was not dreamed of. The nineteenth century is already an

octogenarian, and its eighty odd years have not been in vain.

They bring with them the time-honored dowries of wisdom and

knowledge. Its whitening locks are thick with honors. Its chil

dren have encircled its brows with an aureola of scientific glory.

Indeed our century seems to have grown wise out of all propor

tion with any of its predecessors. The sum of knowledge goes on

increasing from age to age, and we are the " heirs of all the ages."

The accumulated knowledge of all the centuries is our inheritance.

The outcome of the industry and research of generations now

mouldering in the dust is our special bequest. Each outgoing

century has left its deposit of thought as the ebbing tide leaves the

shells on the shore, and these accretions have accumulated from age

to age, and now this hoarded wealth of ages is ours. Knowledge has

been classified and thought on many important subjects has been

clarified, so that time and labor are in a great measure saved us.
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We can come to the treasure-house of learning and obtain the

precious metal purified from all alloy, its quality guaranteed by

the legitimate impress stamped upon it. We find it already classi

fied, and labelled ready for use.

This heritage of the past our age carefully husbanded. We

have been no wasteful spendthrifts of our portion, we have not

squandered it with lavish prodigality. Not even have we been

censurable stewards, guilty of burying it in the earth lest it should

escape us, but we have put it out to interest and gathered an in

crease a hundredfold. On our own account, too, we have been

doing much, and the growth and accretion in the past is small

compared with what we ourselves have acquired by our indom

itable energy, keen insight, and untiring industry. Our age has

to an extraordinary degree been fertile in invention and discovery,

and successful in physical research. It has brought side by side

distant countries first in time, next in thought, and last of all in

sound. It has succeeded in conquering time and distance. It has

increased the audibility of the human voice to a degree almost

surpassing credibility. It has practically learned the art of in

creasing speed by diminishing friction. It has chained two worlds,

—the old and the new,—together. It whispers its messages across

trackless mountains and beneath unfathomable oceans. Physical

science it has picked from the attitude of crawling infancy, trained

it to a firm and steady gait, and has so developed it that its onward

march resembles the swiftness of winged motion. We have robbed

the thunderbolt of its deadly aim. We have discounted the fable

of Prometheus, for we have snatched the lightning from the clouds,

and made it perform for men the office of Mercury among the

gods. Indeed so swift has been the rapidity of our advancement,

that weak hearts grow faint, and weak heads grow giddy, and the

pulses beat fast, and men from the very whirl with which they are

borne onward, hold their breath, fearing lest the next curve

may open into other regions of thought which will show past

opinions to be mere day-dreams, and where the hopes and fears of

all their old theologies will vanish forever. Our age is undoubt

edly one of advancement. And with all the advantages of our

superior knowledge, and with all the experience of past ages to

guide us, with the new avenues opened up to thought, with the

new mines of instruction daily opening beneath our feet, it were

little wonder if the hopes of the sanguine scientist should run

high, and he should expect soon to see the dawn of the day when

he himself could triumphantly proclaim his Eureka to the world,

that he had at last discovered the answer which had failed all the

philosophers from Socrates to Spencer. And surely in this view

of our wonderful progress there would seem to be good grounds

to justify his hope.
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But when this much is said of the advantages in favor of our

inquiring age, all is, by no means, said. He who, relying on our

present knowledge and our superior advantages, would undertake

to solve the problem of man's destiny would make a fatal blunder.

Our knowledge is indeed comparatively great, but it is infinitely

inadequate to the task of solving the problem. He who under

takes to advance an infallible theory of man's destiny from his

mere knowledge. of nature must be sure that there is no hidden

knowledge, no undiscovered principle in nature which can con

tradict his theory. Unless he is certain of this, his most decided

dogmatism must be doubtful even to himself. He may guess, he

may conjecture, he may make suppositions and speculations with

out number, but he can never be certain that a discovery will not

one day be made which will scatter his pet theory to the winds.

He cannot honestly offer to others as unalloyed truth, that about

which he himself is uncertain, and must have his own misgivings;

and trrcse misgivings the speculative philosopher must have as

long as even one single stratum of possible knowledge remains

unearthed for him. Those who rashly undertake to solve the

problem never take into consideration the overwhelming impossi

bilities of the task—what gigantic difficulties they must encounter

in its accomplishment. And the first difficulty that lies in their

path is the wretched exiguity of our knowledge of which we

boast so much. Viewed from one side our progress seems really

deserving of all eulogy, but there is a side from which it not only

appears but is, in reality, inexpres'sibly small. Viewed from the

plane of our past ignorance, we are filled with wonder and aston

ishment at its overwhelming greatness ; viewed from the plane of

yet undiscovered knowledge, we are overawed and confounded at

its overwhelming insignificance. The only just and accurate view of

our present position is that which makes it the middle term of a

comparison. To view it absolutely would be erroneous and mis

leading. To view it in relation to our former ignorance would be

more misleading still. The man of sound judgment who does not

wish to be imposed upon by shams and delusions and high-sound

ing boasts, but who wishes to form an accurate estimate of his real

advantage for contending with vexed problems, will be careful to

compare his present knowledge, not only with his former igno

rance, but also with his present ignorance. He will compare what

he now actually and accurately knows, first indeed with what was

unknown to him in the past, and secondly, with what is unknown

to him at present, and which may or may not remain unknown to

him in the future. We blindly close our eyes to the latter com

parison while we express ourselves in periods glowing with rapture

and eloquence about the former. We are at such an infinite dis
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tance from the one that it never enters into our calculations ; we

have just succeeded in pushing away from the other, and are

merely in the freshness of our infant wonder at the difference in

our positions. The sharply-defined outlines of the September

moon's crescent .has just appeared above the horizon. We are lost

in admiration of the thin, threadlike, silvery rim shining in the

purity of its harvest splendor, but we never cast a thought on the

vast, solid section of the sphere equally beauteous and many times

larger which lies concealed in the shade; and the portion of the

disk of knowledge which lies concealed from view, and which is

necessary to complete the sphere of possible knowledge, bears at

least as great a proportion to our actual knowledge as the darkened

portion of the new moon's disk bears to the illuminated one.

Even in the branches with which learned men claim an acquaint

ance their knowledge is very limited. Specialists in any given

study are far from exhausting the special branch in which they

excel, and even their best knowledge is far from accurate? It is

for the most part maimed and halt. There are wide gaps in every

field of knowledge. Hardly one chain is whole and unbroken,

and where we find one unbroken it is sure to be incomplete. His

tory is not always an oracle of truth. It is very often a prophet

that speaks vain things—sometimes contrary, sometimes contra

dictory. The most profound historian finds it a difficult task to

arrive at the grain of truth. The most stately arabesques are often

dumb. The mouldy manuscripts of the antiquarian sorely try his

patience and his skill. Archaeology is at best but a doubtful wit

ness. Ancient archives may give up their treasures of antiquity,

and disembowelled pyramids relax their grasp on coveted hiero

glyphs, but the disentombed records time has faded, the mutilated

papyrus must be deciphered by conjecture. After rummaging for

years among the rubbish of centuries the few fragments that reward

one's labor are often of doubtful value, often speak to us in an un

known tongue. Color and race, and tribe and tongue, perplex the

ethnologist at every step. Traditions complicate his task ; and

after a lifetime of labor he has accumulated very little knowledge

on which to build a theory, and less on which he can build with

safety, a true one. The experimental sciences are merely in their

infancy, albeit in a thriving, healthful one. Chemistry has learned

to measure and to weigh. Geology has chipped some fragments

of knowledge from Silurian rocks. Astronomy has given us a

mere glimpse of the worlds without number which dwarf ours,

but the whole sum of our knowledge in any one branch of inquiry

is the reverse of thorough or exhaustive, and the whole sum of our

entire knowledge is a mere mass of fragments. But this is not

all.
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We have acquired the merest elementary knowledge of the

world around us. We have just learned the mere alphabet of the

knowledge of the universe. The few wretched scraps of elementary

information which have been wrung from unwilling nature, the

few scanty secrets that have been wrested from her reluctant lips,

the few hints which she has vouchsafed to her devotees, and over

which they make so great an ado, are the mere clippings from the

vast cyclopaedia of hidden knowledge, imprisoned in her moun

tains, imbedded in her rocks, concealed in her bosom,—nay, which

lie in the light of the sun before us, but which we are too blind to

even blunder upon. And in the light of the ignorance of all this

it sounds like coldest irony or bitterest sarcasm to speak of puny

attempts to solve profound problems.

If there be any one subject which furnishes man opportunities

for full and accurate acquaintance with it it is man himself. And

man's ignorance regarding himself is simply astounding. Aside

from his destiny, which some consider a mystery, his nature abounds

with all manner of mystery. His mind is too feeble to grasp the

greatness of even his own littleness. A lifetime is too short for

him to get acquainted with all his own powers. The mysterious

walls and cells of the brain, thought and consciousness, the world

of sleep and dreamland, the variety of dispositions and characters,

extremes often meeting in the same individual, tears and laughter,

the tribe of diseases and ills, mental, moral, and physical, his

spirits now bubbling over with mirth and gayety and the next

stricken with sorrow, now sick at heart, and feeling like Werther,

that the only thing which makes life endurable is, " that this dun

geon can be left when he likes," now buoyant and jubilant, and

"ardent to see the light of this sun but one minute longer; " the

mysterious entrance into life, the more mysterious passage from

life to death, this extraordinary and incomprehensible union of

matter and spirit, these two wills in endless conflict, and yet this

freedom of will, the mind a constant battle-ground between good

and evil, the ceaseless conflict that agitates our lives making them

marvels of incongruity ; doing the evil which we hate, neglecting

the good which we love, in the midst of our best goodness seek

ing for evil; in the midst of our worst wickedness hungering after

good; at one moment carefully shunning and the next coquetting

with vice ; these religious feelings that fill us with awe and solemn

reverence ; all have perplexed not only the author of " The Sorrows

of Werther," but every genius that has gone before or come after

him. Not even the mystery of his own being can the ingenuity

of man unravel or modern thought analyze.

Man possesses not more than a half acquaintance with himself,

and he need but step beyond the threshold of his own individual
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nature when his difficulties are endlessly multiplied and his mind

is infinitely mystified. Difficulties, and their name is legion, come

trooping to the door of his study. The world teems with myste

ries for him at every step. Countless ages will not be sufficient to

exhaust the supply of its hidden knowledge. Countless myriads

of nature's mysteries throng around us in our daily walks, and lie

unsuspected at our very feet. The very insect that crawls in our

path, the gnats that throng the sunbeam, the leaf upon which we

look daily, may contain properties which man will never know, or

even suspect to exist, uses of which he will dream, and pages of

instruction which it will never be his lot to read. Every bird,

beast, and shell is replete with unsolved problems. We do not

understand the language of the lower animals. " We do not

understand the note of the birds." We do not know the uses of

more than a few plants, the corn, the vine, the apple, and potato,

as Emerson remarks, perhaps not even a tithe of their uses. The

animal world is a confusion of sounds, the mineral world is silent

and passive as the tomb. The hidden wonders that lie in the womb

of earth between its centre and surface no hand has uncovered.

The o.nly shaft to pierce their mysteries has been the sparkling

fancy of Jules Verne.' The boundless, restless, unfathomable ocean

has never bared to man the secrets hidden beneath its waves, far

beyond the reach of keel or diver. " The overhanging tent of

dropping clouds," now smiling and beauteous with sunshine and

azure and purple, now speckled with lazulite and tinted with gold,

and again bellowing like a roaring monster eager for earth's de

struction, and venting its wrath in whirlwind and earthquake upon

a doomed world—all are deeply veiled in mystery for man.

Man is a mystery to himself. The " world that waits on him "

has mysteries innumerable. Of nature he has the merest elemen

tary knowledge. He is very little in advance of the savage, and,

perchance, not many strides in advance of the irrational world in

his acquaintance with its mysterious secrets. And when he has

exhausted all the problems of his own earth, there is no occasion

to sit down Alexander-like and pine for other worlds to conquer.

Even then his task has not more than well begun. Indeed, the

littleness of our knowledge of our own world is not so bewildering

as the littleness of our own world, which is so great to us. Our

fragmentary knowledge of our earth is humiliating and discourag

ing, and yet our earth is but a paltry speck in the vast system of

the universe. The field of astronomy has bewildering marvels of

distance and velocity. The countless orbs that roll in space, the

measureless spheres that stretch away to the confines of space, the

myriads of sparkling spheres that march with the unerring pre

cision of an army, all leave man mute and confounded before them,
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and at last human pride is forced to acknowledge its impotence ;

for once man's arrogance has no pretensions. " Deep yawning under

deep, and galaxy balancing galaxy throughout absolute space."

These arc the marvels which strike man dumb, and fill his mind with

speechless astonishment. It overmasters and bewilders us to think

of the littleness of our knowledge, but that in the face of its little

ness we should become intoxicated with its greatness is the strongest

sign of mental imbecility. It is when man comes to those springs

of thought, and allows his mind free scope to wander at will, that

the utter folly of his pretensions come home to him with irresistible

and -convincing force. We arrange the universe by our penny

wisdom. We measure the unexplored regions of absolute space

by the yardstick of our knowledge. We scratch the earth's sur

face to the extent of a few rods and in one little corner of our narrow

earth, and with the cunning sai>oir faire of a wandering gypsy,

wisely and with grave solemnity utter sibylline prophecies regard

ing things we have never seen, and explain mysteries of whose

meaning we are utterly ignorant. The very light that is in us is

darkness. " What we know is a point to what we do not know,"

truthfully says one. " There are more things in heaven and earth

than were ever dreamed of in our philosophy!" with equal truth,

says a second. "Astronomy oppresses us with the gulf of space;

geology with the gulf of time; history and travel with a fable of

vain existence," concludes a third ; and withal our age betakes

itself to swelling dithyrambics to chant the praises of our wisdom

—little short of infinite.

It is not so much the vast disproportion between our present

knowledge and our past ignorance, as the disproportion between

what we know and what in all probability man will never know—

the huge volumes that will ever be for man as sealed books—the

stupendous worlds of mysterious wonders whose Columbus will

ever remain unborn, the vast realms of thought whose trackless

wastes the footsteps of their Humboldt, or their Livingston, will

never press ; the captive powers of the physical world which will

never know a Newton, a Harvey, or a Watts, to rescue them from

their Babylonian bondage ;—these are the considerations which

dwarf the greatness of our age, and render all its pompous strut-

tings and strainings after greatness as ridiculous as the affectation

of majesty by a race of pigmies.

With all our boasted progress our nineteenth-century enlighten

ment is but a feeble rushlight streaming out against the impene

trable darkness of blackest midnight. We raise our rushlight

above our heads to fling light to the world, but above and around,

and away beyond, pressing us on all sides, and stretching away into

illimitable space is a pitchy midnight of Egyptian darkness, a cloud
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so dense that it may be felt. The secrets will not issue from this

dark womb of night. The hand of all our wisdom cannot charm

them to our light, and we are struck not so much with the failure

of our feeble flickering knowledge as with the unfathomable world

of impenetrable darkness which our rushlight is powerless to

illumine.

And it requires no very subtle or acute powers of reasoning to

see that this darkness must be pierced before the scientists can

construct this human synthesis. It is very easy to see that before

man can, of himself and without any foreign aid, hold up a true

theory of his relations with the universe, he must be well acquainted

with the universe between which and himself he would trace

accurate relations. To build up a theory which would have

any pretensions at all to truth on the few simple facts that we know

and the few meagre discoveries which we have made must be an

act of blindest folly. To pronounce a final decision based solely

on our knowledge, to pass an irrevocable sentence which will

be so comprehensive in its truth, so conclusive in its evidence,

that from it there would be no appeal ; so accurate in its calcu

lations and comparisons, that it must justly claim for itself all

immunity from error, requires a full, thorough and accurate ac

quaintance with the great truths of the universe, or at least with all

the great principles which exist within and without it. We must

first have drained the fountains of knowledge to such an extent

that we can say without doubt or misgiving, and even with perfect

truth, that no secret remains behind undiscovered which will con

flict with our theory. As long as we cannot do this we are simply

building on sand. But that from the niggard knowledge which

they possess, the scanty facts on which they can rely, scientific

men should undertake to pronounce the final word on the great

problem, or even at all attempt a new solution of it, is to create a

doubt with regard to the depth of their admired intellects. Or if

we wish to vindicate their intellects, it must needs be at the ex

pense of their honesty of purpose. They attempt to work out a

mathematical problem from insufficient data.

The positive scientists themselves are by no means blind to the

lull requirements for the task they undertake. They see as clearly

as others that this fulness of knowledge is necessary. One of the

most enthusiastic worshippers at the shrine of humanity, Mr.

Frederic Harrison, while telling us that "the true relation of man

to the universe is the relation proved by science," and that " the

source and canon of man's duty is to be found in a true and full

knowledge of human nature," also tells us that his human synthesis

(in which this " relation of man to the universe," and this canon of

man's duty is to be embodied)" calls for a real co-ordination of all
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knowledge "—that is, all possible knowledge. In other words—to

translate Mr. Harrison's thought from the positivist dialect to rude

but plain English,—before man can say with even a slight shade

of probability in favor of his assertion, whence he comes, or whither

he goes, whether he is shadow or substance, reality or ideality,

whether he is a child of God, or of a catarrhine ape ; and before he

can tell what is his duty towards himself, and his fellow-man ;

whether he must love or hate his neighbor, whether he must live at

peace or at war with him, whether he shall strip him of his goods

when it is for his own profit, whether he shall rifle him of his good

name, whether he shall give eye for eye and tooth for tooth, or

imbue his hands in the blood of his brother for even the slightest

cause ; before he can know whether these and many other kindred

things are or are not his duty, he must wait until science tells him.

And this, science cannot tell him until it will have first drained the

universe of all its wisdom and knowledge. Science must first dis

cover its knowledge, according to Mr. Harrison, and when it will

have left nothing hidden which has not been revealed, nothing in

the entire universe undiscovered, it must collate and compare and

co-ordain all this knowledge, decide man's relation to the universe,

tell him whether he is appearance or substance, read to him the

canon of his duty—and man then bows before the final decree.

We by no means quarrel with Mr. Harrison when he tells us

that this real co-ordination of all knowledge would give us truth ;

because true science will surely right itself at last, and when the

depths of the universe are disclosed they will undoubtedly coincide

with the plain duty of man, but it is hardly just in the positivists to

ask man to wait until the depths of knowledge are all sounded.

The knowledge would come too late for all practical purposes for

hundreds of future generations, to say nothing of the present or

past ones. But just as surely as science fully developed and rightly

understood, would give us the true answer, so surely would any

system deduced from a partial, imperfect, or incomplete science be a

mere hypothesis. The co-ordination of<?// knowledge is as it must

needs be the fundamental dogma in the creed of positivism, but the

distance which separates us from the attainment of this fulness of

knowledge which is so requisite would pall the ardor of any but

the most enthusiastic positivist. Here is Mr. Harrison's estimate

of the distance. " The work before the intelligence of man is prac

tically infinite ; the materials and the possible fields of work are infi

nite ; the relative strength of our intellect to cope with this work

is small indeed. As Bacon said, subtlety of nature is ever beyond

the subtlety of man. Ten thousand years of the brightest genius,

with millions and millions of fellow-workmen, will not suffice to ac

complish all that man needs of discovery, knowledge, method, ex
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periment, meditation, recorded observation, to make life all that it

might and ought to be. [In other words, to arrive at this all-ne

cessary ' all knowledge.'] To accomplish it needs the complex

organization of an army, the discipline, co-operation, patience, divi

sion of labor of a great government."

Mr. Harrison has grasped so well the greatness of the difficulty

that impedes the task of the scientists, that it seems a thousand

pities he could not see the utter folly of attempting the hopelessly

impossible task itself. If the true relation of man to the universe

is the " relation proved by science," and if the work before science

is practically infinite, when, in the name of all the scientists, may man

expect science to tell him what that "true relation to the universe

may be ? " If the " subtlety of nature " ever, outstrips the subtlety

of man, and if we must possess a full knowledge of nature before

we can have a co-ordination of it, and so a true human synthesis,

Mr. Harrison and his associates must, in seeking their synthesis,

be pursuing an ignis fatmts or a rainbow. If it requires ten thousand

years of the brightest genius, and a whole host of indispensable ac

cessories, which it will probably never have, before we can arrive at

a knowledge of the " source and canon of -man's duty," surely

the present scientific generation must seek elsewhere than in science

for an account of its origin and destiny and a canon of its duty.

In a word, if it requires the complex organization of an army, the

discipline of a great government and an infinite string of refractory

et cctcras, before the scientists can tell man the true story of his

origin and destiny, science were much better employed in recruit

ing its army and establishing its government, than' in trying to

convince man that his origin and destiny were not from God and

to God, but that his genealogy lay in the right line of succession to

an aesthetic ape. Indeed, if the " task before the intelligence of man

is practically infinite (as Mr. Harrison rightly conjectures it to be),

and if the materials and possible fields of work are infinite," also,

as practically they are, it is high time that scientists who seek for

a true answer to the problem of human destiny should abandon

the fields of science and betake themselves to others where they

will be greeted with better prospects of success.

The comparative insignificance of our acquired knowledge, and

the necessity of a full and exhaustive acquaintance with all possible

knowledge, combined with the fact that in all probability we shall

never arrive at the end, is the first obstacle which meets science in

the solution of the problem of human destiny. But it is by no

means the only or the greatest one.

Another, and a greater difficulty, would be met with in the utter

inadequacy of the human mind to wield the giant mass of knowl

edge. Even though we had drained the fountains of all possible
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knowledge, even though we had surprised nature into a betrayal

of the last of her secrets ; though every mineral told in simple lan

guage its own history, and on every herb and leaf was inscribed

the story of its powers, though all the complicated mysteri.es of

the physical world were disentangled, even to the greatest simpli

city ; though the earth should unbosom to us all her secrets, the

sea disentomb her wonders, and the numbered stars should be

come as mirrors in which we could scan their nature, and read

their history; even though the valleys of learning should be filled,

and the hills levelled ; the crooked ways made straight, and the

rough plane and easy of travel, the mystery of man's destiny would

yet be very far from a solution. Given all this knowledge, but

given nothing more, the problem would yet be a puzzle to the dis

ciples of science. The world would be sorely tried to find the

master-mind that could victoriously wrestle with the problem. It

sorely presses a century to produce a Newton or a Shakespeare.

Many centuries are entirely barren of great intellects ; and not all

the intellects of all the Shakespeares, Goethes, Platos, Aristotles,

or Bacons that ever lived, concentrated into one common focus,

and intensified a thousand times, could comprehend and control

the vast and varied knowledge of the universe in all its extent and

variety. To grasp it all would require a power of mind little short

of infinite. But to grasp and comprehend each separate study

would not be sufficient. It would be necessary to adjust, to col

late, to compare, to weigh, to judge, to pass sentence, to rule with

the mastery of intelligence in every region of knowledge, the

depths of the sea, and the bowels of the earth, the heights of mid

air, and the higher heights of heaven, the ages of geology, and the

marvels of astronomy, to interpret the language of the animal

world, to understand the dumb alphabet of the inanimate, to hold

evenly the balance of judgment so as to harmonize differences, to

nicely discriminate and accurately compare, to reconcile antago

nisms, to account for anomalies, to adjust incongruities; to hold

the cables from every region of thought and knowledge in the hol

low of his hand, and manipulate them with the ease and dexterity

of a master. And this is not within the feeble capacity of one single

man, whether he be a Huxley or a Hegel, a Darwin -or a Herbert

Spencer, or the intellectual wealth of all these and the rest of the

world combined in one gigantic mind. To do so now with our

limited knowledge is an impossible task, and the difficulty of the

task would be multiplied a million-fold when our present knowl

edge came to be enlarged to the boundaries of all possible knowl

edge. To lay side by side, in parallel lines, these differently at

tuned threads ; to reduce the whole motley mass, so interwoven

and complicated, into order and harmony ; to look along each
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until we can see its farthest terminus firmly anchored fast in truth

coming to us without break or flaw, sound and true ; to adjust all

these strings in perfect harmony, and from out their union and con

struction bring forth the keynote of the welcome chant,—this is the

task beset with difficulty. Man's life is too short, man's mind is

too narrow, man's intellect too feeble, the. mass of objects too over-

poweringly great, the number and variety of studies too many, the

means of knowledge too limited, the subjects too vast and too pro

found. One single misstep at the point of intersection in the lines

of knowledge, may send him careering millions of miles from the

truth, even if he had once mastered each line of knowledge. But

this mastery is a simple impossibility.

The most gigantic intellect which the world has ever seen would

find it an utter impossibility to grasp even the small sum of the frag

mentary knowledge of which the world is now in possession.

The experimentalist may display skill in his laboratory, but he is

not always a profound historian, or a subtle metaphysician. The

profound historian very often knows little of the laws of light, and

heat, and sound. The most accurate astronomer may study the

heavens, and often does so to the exclusion of the study of earth.

Specialists are, for the most, proficient only in their specialty. The

various branches of learning are as widely different as the occupa

tions of the brewer, the baker, and the candlestick maker, and the

savant in one branch may often know as little of the others as the

candlestick maker knows about the cratt of his brethren of the

hops or the dough. The highest aspiration of even the best genius

is to obtain a perfection of knowledge in a few branches, and in the

others be as well versed as may be, or as occasion permits, and that

he does so simply yielding to necessity. It is all that his time or

his powers give him a chance to compass. The homeliest of all

proverbs is as true as any of them, " a jack-of-all-trades is master

of none," and it is eminently true in matters of intellect.

" Our own (age)

Is too vast and too complex for one man alone

To embody its purpose and hold it shut close

In the palm of his hand."

The grasp of intellect is wanting, and even if from a co-ordina

tion of all our present knowledge the answer to the problem of

man's destiny were deducible, the master-mind to work out the

solution could not easily be found. If the world to-day should

cast about for the mighty genius who alone was competent to un

dertake the task, it would be sure to turn to the ranks of the

scientists ; and if the scientists were asked to furnish from out

their ranks this same genius, it is almost certain that all eyes would
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turn to Mr. Herbert Spencer. In all likelihood, without one dis

senting voice, he would be unanimously chosen as their noblest,

their mightiest, and their best, as the one best fitted by natural

talents, by education, by habits, by learning, by attainments in

every branch of knowledge, for the successful accomplishment of

the task. And, strange as it may appear, although the world has

not appealed to the scientists, and though they have not been

called upon to put forward Mr. Spencer as their representative

genius, Mr. Spencer has, unasked and unsolicited, spontaneously

undertaken the task of co-ordaining all our knowledge, and draw

ing his conclusions. Here, then, we have one whom the world

regards as one of its guardian genii, one of its best intellects, if not

the very best, undertaking the difficulty, and it is interesting to

know what his success has been. We give an opinion of his

success which cannot be suspected of injustice to Mr. Spencer or

his work. Mr. Frederic Harrison, a stanch positivist, tells us

that in working out his synthesis Mr. Spencer has accomplished

his work " in many branches of science, the most notable things we

miss being the facts of general history, of religion, of churches, of

governments, of poetry, of arts." In other words, Mr. Spencer, in

giving to the world his synthetic philosophy, gives us the play of

Hamlet with Hamlet left out. He has undertaken to give a pic

ture of the universe, true and real ; he has set about determining

the true relations of things to each other, and in doing so his nar

row vision can see but a small part of the great whole, and matters

of such importance as the facts of history, religion, etc., are unper-

ceived by him. That he has failed, like all others who have pre

ceded him, cannot be ascribed to him as a fault; that he should

at all undertake the task is, as his work proves, folly. The wretched

knowledge which the world can now boast of the human intellect is

unable to control, how, then, grasp or master it if the cords were

lengthened, the place of its tent enlarged, and the stakes length

ened to the limits of all possible knowledge ? The narrow sphere

of our knowledge and the narrower grasp of the human intellect,

render every effort of our age to solve the problem of human des

tiny abortive ; and any attempt by unaided reason in this direction

can be only a masterpiece of human folly. Indeed, all this time

we have simply been rudely elaborating the reasoning of St. Thomas

regarding the necessity of revelation. The angelic doctor applies

his reasoning to the knowledge of God, which, without the medium

of divine revelation, could be attained, as he tells us, only by a few,

and after long years of investigation ; and the knowledge even

thus acquired, he tells us, would be tainted with much error. But

his reasoning applies with equal force to the question of man's des

tiny.
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And the experience of the human mind verifies his reasoning.

History has experimentally tested the truth of his argument, and

proved it true in every instance. Reason has repeatedly attempted

the task, and always with a different result. No age in which man

has not attempted the solution, only to give to the world a new ab

surdity. There seems to be no conception so preposterous, no as

sumption so absurd that it has not given us. In religion it has

given us the poles of human thought, in philosophy it has given

us the extremes of human folly. It has endowed humanity with

all the attributes of divinity, and it has clothed divinity with all the

foibles and frailties of humanity. It has embroiled all the gods in

the wars and tumults of men ; it has made the love of men the ob

ject of the wranglings and jealousies of the gods. It has made

tineas and Romulus objects of veneration and admiration. It has

made Jupiter and Juno objects of pity and contempt. It has given

to us all the gods of pagan mythology, and all the Asuras and

Pretas of Asiatic demonology. It has given us the fetichism of

the savage, the polytheism of the polished Greeks and Romans, and

the Voudooism of the South Sea Islanders. It has filled the world

with all manner of abominations, under the name of religion, from

that of the Sadducees to the Latter-day Saints. It has inundated

the world with every species of foolery which fanaticism can con

ceive, and every speculation and delusion which can dupe the

shallow mind. We have had the trickery of Trismegistus, the

juggleries of Paracelsus, the stirpiculture of Father Noyes, and the

prophecies of Mother Shipton'and thousands of such like stalking

through the world in search of credulous followers to whom they

may teach their end, and how to attain it.

Philosophy has fared not only no better than religion, but much

worse. Any absurdity in the garb of a theory seems able to mas

querade through the world and find disciples, provided it only pre

tend to offer a new explanation of the problems of the universe.

We have had atheism, and deism, and pantheism, and materialism;

and, like French cookery, we have had these prepared and served

to us in many and multifarious modes, and over and over again.

We have been taught that nothing exists save matter, and we have

been taught again that everything is spirit. We have been told

the world is a divine dream, and that heaven is a splendid

delusion. A portion of the world seems, at one time, to have

placed as much confidence in the fable of the three blind sisters

spinning the world, as another portion of it to-day believes in the

theory that man's ancestor was an ape.

The fruitless inquiry has given us the incomprehensible mysti

cism of Goethe and his English disciple, Carlyle, and the still

more mystic transcendentalism of Emerson and his Concord fol
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lowers. It has given us the skepticism of Hume, and the idealism

of Berkeley. It has given us the abstruse formula of German

thought, and the gesticulation and fanfaronading of French fanati

cism. It has given us monisms and dualisms without number.

It has given the gnostic and the agnostic ; the skeptical and the

positive ; the sensualistic and the material philosophies, as numer

ous and various as we have shades of religious thought and belief,

the theories of one age, as has been truly said, often becoming the

ridicule of the next. We are so accustomed to the language of

absurdity on this head, that the language of sober logic would

surprise us. It seems to open up fields of speculation where a

man may pass a lifetime in uttering the language of folly, and yet

pass for a Solon or a Solomon. It is said that a traveller who

loses his path on a dark night will wander for hours and yet find

himself only a few steps from his starting-point. The human mind

has been wandering in darkness, and after centuries of wander

ing in a circle it finds itself again in the quagmires of Lucretius.

Here would be the place to note the reasons of positivism for re

jecting revelation and choosing the darkness rather than the light,

but we have already occupied too much valuable space.

This much, at least, is evident to any one who gives a thought

to the subject : that all the efforts of science in the past have been

powerless to throw light on the enigma of man's life ; and that in

view of the difficulties that lie in the way of its accomplishment,

little need be expected from all future efforts. Man must turn to

some other source of information if he wishes to know the truth

and meaning of his existence. Divine revelation alone can solve

the problem. Not revelation as read by every man's whim. This

would be false as science, and fickle as philosophy. The truth,

the whole truth, is to be found in divine revelation, as interpreted

by the Church of Christ.
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